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Authentication and Authorisation Flow

1. ITSS requests enrolment from the Enrolment Authority (EA).
2. EA provides pseudonym certificates to ITSS.
3. ITSS requests service permissions from the Authorisation Authority (AA).
4. AA grants service permission to ITSS.
5. ITSS and AA exchange service independent certificates.
6. ITSS requests service consumption from the Service.
7. Service requests service consumption from ITSS.

The flow illustrates the process of authentication and authorisation in a secure system, involving multiple parties for enhanced security.
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▶ Update & Remove requests can be replayed.
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Attack economic factors:
- easier to mount because these requests are frequent
ITSS - Service

What do you think about TLS?

I don't use it *all* the time...

We're not meant to be together.
Take aways

- 1st versions of all security protocols will be broken (see TLS)
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▶ Future research ranges from formal verification to conformance verifications (e.g. through SAT solvers, model learning, etc)